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Appetizer It is impossible to resist the temptation to develop an anatomical analogy for the introduction to this talk. You have had the bare bones of monopole theory exposed to you. ' My brief is now to enter the belly of the beast and discuss whether grand unified monopoles' (GUMS) should be regarded as a minor appendix to GUTS. We will indeed find that GUMS could provide crucial tests of GUTS, particularly through their possible propensity3'4'5 to eat matter as they pass by it,
The skeletal outline of this talk is as follows: Section 2 describes why the inadequacies of the "standard model" of elementary particles impel some theorists6 toward embedding the strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions in a simple GUT group, and explains why7 the grand unification scale and hence the GUM mass are expected to be so large (2 10 14 GeV).
Section 3 goes on to describe some model GUTS, notably minimal SU (5) GUMS, which make it difficult to imagine ever seeing a GUM and may impose serious restrictions on GUT model-building via their behavior in the very early-universe. We can get useful information about GUTS already from the abundance of GUMS as well as from their AB # 0 interactions if they are ever seen. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the reasons why GUMS are crucial aspects and tests of GUTS.
Why GUTS?
The "standard model" of elementary particle physics is very unsatisfactory, possessing as it does a "random" gauge group SU(3)x SU (2) g3 " gyg1 0 (6) Fortunately, this difficulty is resolved' by the realization that couplings vary logarithmically as a function of energy (momentum) scale.
In particular, if no new physics intervenes, the SU(3) and SU(2) couplings approach each other (see Fig, 1 
What GUTS?
In order to specify the properties of GUMS more predisely we now go on to look at definite GUTS, starting off with the minimal version6 of the minimal GUT group SU(5). This is broken down to the exact low energy SU(3) color "(')em symmetry as follows: SU (2) v e
where we have indicated explicitly the subspaces on which the strong SU(3) and weak SU (2) 
Of relevance both to spontaneous baryon decay and to baryon "decays" catalyzed by GUMS is the structure of generalized Cabibbo mixing in GUTS 9, 19, 22 . Here we will just quote the results. In minimal SU (5) I u3x1
1 to 3 and the fourth row and column,
The appearance of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix Um enables one to make predictions for Cabibbo-favored and -suppressed decay modes.
The CP-violating phases e i@ do not affect decay rates but they may have played a crucial r8le in Big Bang Baryonsynthesis. They may also give a nonintegral electric charge to the GUT monopoles.
Baryon decay in minimal SU (5) is mediated by the exchange of the super heavy X and Y bosons which couple together the (1, 2, 3) and (4, 5) of the fermion representations (16) . The basic interaction is illustrated in Fig. 2(a) , and the conventional model for the baryon decay amplitude is illustrated in Fig. 2 (few %, Cabibbo-suppressed)
We will see in a moment how these decay patterns differ from those expected12 in susy GUTS, and from the modeslo of baryon "decay" catalyzed by GUMS.
Ejany conventional GUTS closely resemble minimal SU (5) 
The difficulty resolved by susy GUTS is that even if the hierarchy (22) is imposed on the Lagrangian at the tree level, it tends to be destroyed by radiative corrections such as the boson loops in Fig, 3 (a) which give
(234
The solution proposed by susy is to invoke a cancellation by fermion loops as in Fig. 3 (7) of the SU(3) and SU(2) gauge couplings becomes significantly slqy&r,"
implying an increase in the grand unification scale 16 "x + "x x 0(40)= 10 GeV (25) in the most economical susy GUTS. There are more complicated variants26
with more heavily populated deserts whose grand unification scale may be as large as 10 19 GeV. Maintaining the successful (13) prediction (12) of sin28 w can also be a problem: (3)color.
All such options are gauge equivalent to looking at monopoles sitting in the U(1) subgroup generated by the A8 of color SU (3), and the minimal GUM has chromomagnetic charge h3:
as well as the U (1) Since the forms of the AB # 0 interactions (37) 
The factors of l/lGeV in equations (39) and (40) 
This is to be compared with the conventional GUT hierarchy (21) and the simplest susy GUT predictions (27).
There are some differences which may serve as signatures for baryon "decays" catalyzed by GUMS. Other possible experimental signatures include the possibility of a threemomentum transfer to the "decay" products. There is no reason why the three-momentum transfer should be zero and we might expect it to be of conventional strong interaction magnitude
This would act in the same way as conventional Fermi motion for a decaying nucleon in a heavy nucleus, causing the baryon "decay" products not to come out back-to-back. It might be difficult to conclude that there was an excess of Fermi momentum of order (44), except possibly if one were looking for baryon "decays" in very light nuclei such as hydrogen.
One also expects a net energy transfer
to the baryon "decay" products, which is undetectable for slow monopoles.
A potentially interesting possibility15 is the observability of multiple baryon "decays" occurring in a chain across a detector. for Baryon-number violating GUM interactions using baryon decay experiments. We see that they can see GUM-catalyzed "decays" if the GUM flux is within a few orders of magnitude of Cabrera's limit,2g and that they also have a fair chance of seeing double "decays." Figure 7 shows versionslo of the -different astrophysical constraints for masses of 10 16 GeV (Fig. 7(a) ) -and of 10 lg GeV ( Fig. 7(b) Two quarks coming within one fermi of the GLX core may be sucked into it and change their flavors in a similar way to that in Fig. 2 . 
